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Meet Synapse
Synapse is a nonprofit organization that guides Florida’s innovation communities to easily find what they
need and share what they have, to accelerate success and create thriving economies. The Synapse
movement creates opportunities and ideas to promote innovation across the state of Florida.
Florida is experiencing an innovation revolution from the Keys to Pensacola, from Tampa Bay to the
Space Coast. We believe in making meaningful connections across Florida to drive success.

Who do we Connect?
Entrepreneurs | Innovation Enablers | Investors | Talent | Corporate Partners | Entrepreneurial
Support Organizations | Academic Institutions | Government Agencies

How do we Unite the Innovation Community?
Synapse Events
Join us at Synapse events across Florida in celebration of innovation where visionaries, doers
and success-makers connect with the latest transformational innovations across all industries.
Synapse Connect
Our online platform allows innovators to easily and quickly connect with
the resources they need to accelerate success. https://app.synapsefl.com/
Synapse Challenges
A crowdsourcing solution for organizations to solve real-world problems and create new
opportunities for forward-thinking businesses and people.
Synapse Podcast
Synapse Podcasts keep you up to date on all things innovative. From Florida’s startups to
the global innovative front, we take you through a variety of topics such as:
Innovation
Investors
Finding Opportunities
Creating Connections
Collaboration

#InnovationLivesHere

The podcasts feature interviews with successful
business leaders and entrepreneurs, that are
ready to share their stories and give you advice.
This also gives Synapse the opportunity to reach
a global audience to tell our story and why
“Innovation Lives Here.®”

SynapseFl.com

Across the State
Tampa Bay

Synapse was born in Tampa Bay, and this is where we
began to develop the innovation community we have
declared our mission to bring across the State of Florida.
While we do hold our annual Synapse Summit at the
Amalie Arena in Tampa, we are now branching out to
reach more innovation communities across the state of
Florida.

North Florida

Jacksonville is known as Florida’s “First Coast”. To us,
that means that Jacksonville is the birthplace of
entrepreneurship and innovation in Florida! What better
place to spread our foundation and build meaningful
relationships? We are excited to continue our innovative
journey in Jacksonville.

Panhandle

As Florida’s state capital, Tallahassee is surrounded
by our state and local governments. This is a crucial
highlight point in Florida, ready to share their
innovations with the rest of the state.

Central Florida

This year, Synapse is heading to Orlando to host our
regional innovation event, Synapse Orlando. Orlando
is known as one of the most diverse cities in Florida,
and while it is known as a global destination for
entertainment and tourism, Central Florida is
experiencing new advancements in technology and is
on the brink of an innovation explosion.

South Florida

South Florida is known as the gateway to Latin
American and the Caribbean, and its business
environment is as diverse as its residents. This is
one of the most exciting regions in Florida, creating a
global business environment and we can’t wait to
explore the amazing innovations that it is known for.

Space Coast

The Space Coast has been the launch pad for America’s
desire of innovation and exploration since the mid-20th
century. As the Space and Defense industry enters its
renaissance, Synapse is uniquely positioned to assist the
innovation ecosystem across Florida to take every
opportunity it brings.

What’s Next?
Just like Synapse is uniting Florida’s innovators, we will continue connecting innovators across the
nation and around the globe. If everyone works together to share their ideas and build meaningful
connections, we can create thriving economies and make the world a better place.
For more information about Synapse, please visit SynapseFL.com

Synapse Florida is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization founded to accelerate innovation in Florida.

Synapse Summit 2020
FEBRUARY 11-12, 2020 |

Amalie Arena in Downtown Tampa, FL

The Synapse Summit is the premier innovation event in Florida. It’s a 2-day celebration by and for
entrepreneurs, investors, C-Suite executives, talent, corporations, educational institutions, students,
government officials, innovators and more. We come together to share their innovations and network
with each other to stimulate success across the State.
With over 300 exhibitors, Summit attendees get the opportunity to interact with immersive experiences,
hands-on demonstrations, and engaging panels and breakout sessions.

2019 Summit Stats:

2020 Summit Projections:

Why Attend?
Interactive Breakouts
Panel Discussions
Professional Development
Immersive Experiences
Live Demos

Technologies featured: Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning /
Arts & Entertainment / Blockchain / Building Your Business /
Cybersecurity / Defense / Digital Reality / Education / Energy /
Emerging Technology / eSports / FinTech / Investing / IoT /
Marketing / MedTech / Simulation / Smart Cities / Transportation
and much more...

Networking

83% of attendees come to the Summit specifically for Networking.

Registration

Registration: $49-$499, Student and military scholarships available.

Ready to
Experience
the Summit?

For more information about attending, exhibiting, sponsoring, or speaking
at the Summit, visit SynapseFL.com

